
         
 

                                                      

PRESS RELEASE – 30 July 2022 

Cathedral responds to Ely Pride Festival 

Ely Cathedral and Pride in Ely are pleased to announce a lecture by the Reverend Charlie Bell as part of the 

Pride in Ely Fringe Festival.  Charlie Bell is a recently ordained priest serving his curacy in the Diocese of 

Southwark, having started his vocational journey in the Ely Diocese. His talk will feature insights into his 

life, the challenges he has faced within the Church of England and the experiences that led him to write his 

book, 'Queer Holiness, The Gift of LGBTQI People to the Church'. 

 

Ely Cathedral’s Canon Jessica Martin, a fellow author, will be introducing this talk  -  “Charlie has written an 

eloquent, compassionate and measured plea for the gifts, vocations and faithful vowed relationships of 

LGBT+ Christians to be hallowed and valued. It’s both accessible and highly informed and is required 

reading for anyone who needs to know more about this vital and timely issue.” 

 

In addition to working within the Church, Charlie is an Academic Clinical Fellow in Psychiatry at South 

London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust and King’s College London and College Lecturer and Director 

of Studies in Medicine at Girton College Cambridge.  

 

As a former student in Cambridge, Charlie is familiar with Ely and welcomed the opportunity to give a talk 

in the Cathedral. “For a cathedral to not only host the pride flag, but also to host a lecture which engages 

with these really heavily contested issues of sexuality and religion, shows that it’s taking its responsibility 

as a place of learning and public good seriously,”  

 

The Charlie Bell lecture takes place on Friday 05 August at 6.30pm and is free to attend. It forms part of the 

Cathedral’s response to Ely Pride weekend which features a festival on Saturday 06 August organised by 

Pride in Ely - Further information about Ely Pride Festival can be accessed via their website .  

 
-ENDS- 

Image -  Revd Dr  Charlie Bell (no credit required) 
 
 
 



About 'Queer Holiness, The Gift of LGBTQI People to the Church’ 
 
LGBTQI people in the church have spent a long time being told what God expects of them and how they 
should behave. From prohibitions on who they might love or marry, to erasure and denial, the theological 
record is one in which LGBTQI people are far too often objectified and their lives seen as the property of 
others. 
In no other significant religious question are ‘theological’ arguments made that so clearly reject 
overwhelming scientific and experiential knowledge about the human person. This book seeks to find a 
better way to do theology – not about, but with and of LGBTQI people – taking insights from the sciences 
and personal narratives as it seeks to answer the question: ‘What does human flourishing look like?’ 
 

This insightful book is a comprehensive survey of the role of scripture, tradition and reason in understanding what it 
means to be human and Christian, focusing consistently Christ, human and divine, and on “being human”. The 
author describes it as a call to action – for LGBTQI people, their allies, and the whole people of God. I hope it will be 
very widely read and pondered: It deserves to be.’ 

Rt Revd John Inge, Bishop of Worcester 
 
 
 
 
About Ely Cathedral 
Highly regarded by historians and architects from all over the world for its beauty and size, Ely Cathedral is 
widely acknowledged as ‘one of the wonders of the Medieval world’. Visible for miles around, the 
Cathedral is often referred to as ‘The Ship of the Fens’.   
 
The present building dates from 1081 and is a remarkable example of both Romanesque and Norman 
architecture. In addition to its unique Octagon Tower and magnificent Lady Chapel, Ely has the third 
longest nave of any UK Cathedral.  The Cathedral’s role today is not so far removed from its days as a 
Benedictine monastery and offers regular daily worship with a special emphasis on choral music.  It still 
maintains a resident choir of 22 choristers and 6 lay clerks and so continues the tradition of choral 
evensong every day of the week during term time. 
 
As well as being a major visitor attraction, the Cathedral serves as a cultural focal point for East Anglia by 
providing a unique venue for the arts & music, for exhibitions, concerts and theatre.  Most recently Ely has 
gained global recognition a prominent film location including Elizabeth: The Golden Age, The Other Boleyn 
Girl, Macbeth, The King’s Speech and The Crown. 
 


